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SAMPLE Faculty Development Plan — May 2019

Teaching 
I aim to create opportunities for “inspiring learning” within and outside of the classroom. I teach 
courses that are specific to my discipline and others that are part of the BYU general education 
program. All of the courses I teach have important social implications and should provide 
students with both the skills and awareness to better serve their communities. While I tailor my 
teaching practices, assignments, and examinations to each class, I believe there are overarching 
principles that can and should influence all of my teaching. I have four central goals that I hope 
to achieve in my teaching, both for the two courses I currently teach and any additional courses I 
will develop in the future: 

1. Make active and experiential learning a central feature of my teaching.
Academic research, church doctrine, and my own personal experience confirm President 
Worthen’s assertion that experience is a key element of learning. I will strive to provide students 
multiple opportunities throughout the semester to apply the concepts and skills we are learning 
through direct experience, rather than only through readings and lectures. These types of 
experiences, such as data collection and analysis, service learning, and civic engagement, 
contribute meaningfully to student understanding and retention of key course content. Including 
an emphasis on active and experiential learning will also directly contribute toward meeting all 
four aims of a BYU education. 

Goals:  
(1) Make sure each class I design has at least one assignment that involves experiential learning.
(2) Make sure each class I design has as least one activity that involves experiential learning.
(3) Make sure each class I design includes at least one civic engagement/service learning
element.

2. Use a variety of approaches in my teaching to ensure accessibility for all students.
Students learn in different ways, and teaching the same principle multiple times through different 
means can be crucial in cementing student comprehension. I will improve my teaching by 
incorporating many different methods and tools into my teaching beyond lectures, slides, and 
whole-class discussion. I will utilize more topic-specific clips, small group discussion, activities, 
and in-class written work (and more) to reinforce key concepts and encourage deeper 
understanding. 

Goal: 
(1) For each topic covered (usually 1-3 weeks in the syllabus), make sure that our learning
experience includes at least one element that supports each of the following learning styles:
visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic.
(2) Improve lecture slides (when used) to help with pacing for student learning
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3. Develop strategies to include all students in learning both within and outside of class.
Some students are more naturally inclined than others to raise their hands, ask questions, share 
their opinions with a class full of strangers, risk giving the wrong answer, admit lack of 
understanding, and/or challenge the instructor’s assertions. While my current teaching style 
incorporates significant interaction with students, many students never participate in these 
whole-class discussions. I will seek to create more and different opportunities for students to 
actively participate and contribute in class and outside of class and will solicit student 
suggestions on how to do this effectively through mid-course evaluations. Some strategies 
include: games, debates, simulations, and soliciting questions from students before class. 

Goals: 
(1) Give students the opportunity at the beginning or end of every class period to ask “stupid
questions” (acknowledging that there are no stupid questions, but that they can and should ask
any question that will help improve their learning). Also make this option available through
Learning Suite (for those who do not want to ask in front of everyone).
(2) Incorporate smaller group discussions/projects/activities in class to encourage all students to
participate in class discussions and learning.

4. Provide Meaningful and Individual-Centered Mentoring
I am committed to engaging with and supporting students outside of the classroom setting. I am 
particularly concerned with providing support to students who may feel, for one reason or 
another, unwelcome or uncomfortable in a (Church-sponsored) university setting. 

Goals: 
(1) Find ways to include undergraduate and graduate students in all of my research activities.
(2) Proactively reach out to and encourage students who are struggling in my classes or who
express a vulnerability that may require more direct support.
(3) Proactively reach out to students who are excelling my classes and encourage them to pursue
additional learning and research opportunities at BYU.
(4) Support student groups on campus that reach underrepresented students at BYU.
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duty as a citizenship obligation; I will write an additional article (targeted at a top, general 
sociology journal) that summarizes the main contribution of the book. The book will be an in-
depth examination of the history of citizenship obligations and the four citizenship obligations 
that are currently legally-enforceable in the US and will be published in a top university press. 
Supreme court cases and some historical archival records will compose the majority of as-yet 
uncollected data for this project. 

I also hope to pursue opportunities for collaboration with my colleagues and students in the BYU 
sociology department and beyond. A number of such collaborations with colleagues are already 
in progress. I am also actively engaging students in these research projects through 
undergraduate and graduate research assistantships and directed research. 

Goals: 
(1) Organize my schedule to include a fixed writing time every day (at least one hour per day)
(2) Include undergraduate and graduate researchers in at least one of my current research
projects; include them in every step of the research process (literature review and framing; data
collection, data analysis, writing, etc.)
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Citizenship 
I am eager to contribute to the BYU sociology department, BYU, and to the discipline of 
sociology through service. The following goals will help me to do so: 

Service to the Sociology Department 
1. Accept and fulfill all department committee appointments.

I am currently serving on the Sociology Department Graduate Committee. My committee 
tasks have included participating in recruitment efforts for the graduate program, reviewing 
all applications and deliberating on admission decisions, and supporting graduate students 
in the program (through formal and informal mentorship). My time commitment to this 
committee is usually about one hour a week or less, but increases to 10-20 hours for 2 
weeks in late January/early February when we are reviewing applications and making 
admissions decisions. 

2. Attend and actively participate in faculty meetings, workshops, etc.

Service to the University 
1. Selectively accept and fulfill committee appointments to college and/or university committees.

I was recently asked to serve on the new FHSS College workgroup for supporting and 
increasing faculty and student diversity and inclusion. We will meet monthly and work to 
create and improve efforts to support under-represented faculty and students and foster a 
more inclusive environment in the college. 

2. Actively participate in faculty center workshops and programs for pre-CFS faculty.
3. Regularly attend workshops offered by the college and university (at least once a semester).
4. Support student groups on campus by sharing my research, participating on panels, etc. when
asked to do so (limit one such event per semester).

Service to the Discipline 
1. Continue to act as a peer reviewer for academic journals on an ad-hoc basis.
2. Participate as a mentor in an ASA and/or LSA section mentorship program.
3. Participate in ASA and LSA conferences as a presenter and/or discussant.
4. (After 3rd year) Volunteer to serve as a committee member for ASA and/or LSA section
leadership.

(ASA = American Sociological Association; LSA = Law & Society Association)
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Department of Sociology 
Brigham Young University 

SCHOLARSHIP 

My research focuses 011 gender, crime and deviance, childhood adversity, intimate partner violence 
(IPV), and the incarceration of women. I am particularly interested in highlighting how abuse and 
trautna are linked to negative outcomes across the life course, such as mental illnesses, deviant and 
criminal behaviors, and incarceration. 

Strengths 

• Passionate about research areas
• Designed and collected original quantitative and qualitative data for multiple papers
• Access to both longitudinal and cross-sectional data sets
• Involvement in multiple research teams (mostly at my previous university)
• Strategically identify places to publish
• Experience publishing in peer-reviewed jomnal articles
• Conscientious
• Thorough

Weaknesses 

• Little experience working with longitudinal data
• Lack knowledge on performing more advanced statistical methods (e.g., HLM)
• Collect more data in the future to address some of my research interests
• Develop more collaborations with faculty at BYU
• Little involvement of students in my research

Goals 

• Have under review 4 new manuscript a year (1 in Fall, 1 in Winter, 2 over Spring/Summer)
• Publish 3-4 articles a year
• Develop more projects to collaborate with my BYU colleagues
• Attend STAT camps or other statistical seminars to learn more advanced statistical methods
• Develop relationships with Utah's Department of Corrections (UDOC) staff to help gain

access to the population for future research projects
• Seek help from colleagues on how to utilize longitudinal data
• Gain access to more secondaty data sets
• Involve more undergraduate/ graduate students in my research projects
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